Thursday, August 26th
9:00am – 2:00pm
- Let’s talk about sex….education! Marla Eisenberg
- Show us your TUFF! Dalerie Lieberz, Marilyn Moffett, Alexandra Borstad
- How Do Your Genes Fit? Catherine McCarty
- 10,000 Families Study Logan Spector
- Now that’s a Fair Question! Madhura Vachon & Craig Hedberg

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- Let’s talk about sex….education! Marla Eisenberg
- Face Scanning & Mask Fit Linsey Griffin
- Perceptions on Teledentistry Angela Hastings & Susan Buck-Wischmeier
- Show us your TUFF! Dalerie Lieberz, Marilyn Moffett, & Alexandra Borstad
- No peeking! Where is your hand? Lucie Turcotte & Juergen Konczak
- All Aboard the Brain Train 2021 Sophia Vinogradov

Friday, August 27th
9:00am – 2:00pm
- The F5 Storm: What’s our opportunity? Shane Bowyer
- Talking and Thinking: How are they connected? Kerry Ebert
- #WeAskU-MN: #consent for pelvic exams Sarah Hutto
- 10,000 Families Study Logan Spector
- You’ve Got the Whole (Microbial) World in Your Hands Ali Strickland & Craig Hedberg
- All Aboard the Brain Train 2021 Sophia Vinogradov

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- The F5 Storm: What’s our opportunity? Shane Bowyer
- Perceptions on Teledentistry Angela Hastings & Susan Buck-Wischmeier
- Memorable COVID-19 Messages at Work Anne Kerber
- How Do Your Genes Fit? Catherine McCarty
- Maple Syrup: You be the Judge! Stephen Saupe

Saturday, August 28th
9:00am – 2:00pm
- Got Shots? Mary Benbenek
- I like to move it, move it: Come walk with us! Robert McGovern
- Blood Pressure on a Stick Ann Philbrick
- Freshwater Sponges and Citizen Scientists! Anthony Schroeder, Timothy Dudley, Venu Muuku
- 10,000 Families Study Logan Spector

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- The PREC(ar)IOUS Family Study Renada Goldberg
• I Can’t Drive 55
• People Helping People: Better Understanding Sarcoma
• Safe at School?
• Freshwater Sponges and Citizen Scientists!
• Now that’s a Fair Question!

Nichole Morris & Curtis Craig
Kristine Nachbor & Kathryn Dusenbery
Ceema Samimi
Anthony Schroeder, Timothy Dudley, Venu Muuku
Madhura Vachon & Craig Hedberg

Sunday, August 29th
9:00am – 2:00pm
• I like to move it, move it: Come walk with us!
• I Can’t Drive 55
• Freshwater Sponges and Citizen Scientists!
• 10,000 Families Study
• All Aboard the Brain Train 2021

Robert McGovern
Nichole Morris & Curtis Craig
Anthony Schroeder, Timothy Dudley, Venu Muuku
Logan Spector
Sophia Vinogradov

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• Eating for Two?
• How Do Your Genes Fit?
• Blood Pressure on a Stick
• Freshwater Sponges and Citizen Scientists!
• No peeking! Where is your hand?
• Now that’s a Fair Question!

Alexandra Bader, Katelyn Tessier & Lisa Gill
Catherine McCarty
Ann Philbrick
Anthony Schroeder, Timothy Dudley, Venu Muuku
Lucie Turcotte & Juergen Konczak
Madhura Vachon & Craig Hedberg

Monday, August 30th
9:00am – 2:00pm
• Talking and Thinking: How are they connected?
• Perceptions on Teledentistry
• Tip Top Kids
• 10,000 Families Study
• No peeking! Where is your hand?
• The Social Situation Game

Kerry Ebert
Angela Hastings & Susan Buck-Wischmeier
Wendy Looman
Logan Spector
Lucie Turcotte & Juergen Konczak
Sophia Vinogradov & Michael Bronstein

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• Eating for Two?
• Let’s talk about sex....education!
• #WeAskU-MN: #consent for pelvic exams
• This is America
• Aging in Motion
• Is Exercise Medicine?

Alexandra Bader, Katelyn Tessier & Lisa Gill
Marla Eisenberg
Sarah Hutto
Jacqueline Johnson
Russell Spafford & Dereck Salisbury
Amy Toonstra & Kristin Lefebvre

Tuesday, August 31st
9:00am – 2:00pm
• The Great Minnesota Earwax Study!
• Tip Top Kids
• Aging in Motion
• 10,000 Families Study
• No peeking! Where is your hand?
• All Aboard the Brain Train 2021

Meredith Adams, Douglas Chieffe & Steven Zuniga
Wendy Looman
Russell Spafford & Dereck Salisbury
Logan Spector
Lucie Turcotte & Juergen Konczak
Sophia Vinogradov
2:30pm – 9:00pm
• The Great Minnesota Earwax Study!  Meredith Adams, Douglas Chieffe & Steven Zuniga
• Show Us Your Strengths!  Robin Austin, Sripriya Rajamani & Karen Monsen
• Bringing Sexy Back  Kumi Smith
• You’ve Got the Whole (Microbial) World in Your Hands  Ali Strickland & Craig Hedberg
• Now that’s a Fair Question!  Madhura Vachon & Craig Hedberg

Wednesday, Sept. 1st
9:00am – 2:00pm
• Talking and Thinking: How are they connected?  Kerry Ebert
• How Does Your Child Mooove?  Casey Hooke & Carole Tucker
• How Do Your Genes Fit?  Catherine McCarty
• Have a "GRIP" on things? Come and prove it!  Corey McGee
• Sun’s Out, Thumbs Out  Corey McGee & Leah Johnson
• 10,000 Families Study  Logan Spector

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• Show Us Your Strengths!  Robin Austin, Sripriya Rajamani & Karen Monsen
• Got Shots?  Mary Benbenek
• Face Scanning & Mask Fit  Linsey Griffin
• Memorable COVID-19 Messages at Work  Anne Kerber
• Safe at School?  Ceema Samimi

Thursday, Sept. 2nd
9:00am – 2:00pm
• Show Us Your Strengths!  Robin Austin, Sripriya Rajamani & Karen Monsen
• Self-Driving Shuttles Coming to Minnesota  Yingling Fan & Frank Douma
• How Does Your Child Mooove?  Casey Hooke & Carole Tucker
• The Great Minnesota Get-Together: What Makes it So?  Nawojka Lesinski
• 10,000 Families Study  Logan Spector
• Now that’s a Fair Question!  Madhura Vachon & Craig Hedberg

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• Let us knock your socks off!  Sue Duval
• Self-Driving Shuttles Coming to Minnesota  Yingling Fan & Frank Douma
• Face Scanning & Mask Fit  Linsey Griffin
• Say What? Help us eliminate the need for Doctor-to-English translation  Michael Pitt & Jordan Marmet
• Aging in Motion  Russell Spafford, MS & Dereck Salisbury

Friday, Sept. 3rd
9:00am – 2:00pm
• The Great Minnesota Earwax Study!  Meredith Adams, Douglas Chieffe & Steven Zuniga
• The Great Minnesota Get-Together: What Makes it So?  Nawojka Lesinski
• 10,000 Families Study  Logan Spector
• No peeking! Where is your hand?  Lucie Turcotte & Juergen Konczak
• All Aboard the Brain Train 2021  Sophia Vinogradov
• You and Your Uterus: Could This Be Cancer?  Meredith Wise, Britt Erickson & Carrie Terrell

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• The Great Minnesota Earwax Study!  Meredith Adams, Douglas Chieffe & Steven Zuniga
• Let us knock your socks off!  Sue Duval
• Say What? Help us eliminate the need for Doctor-to-English translation  Michael Pitt & Jordan Marmet
• Bringing Sexy Back  Kumi Smith
• You and Your Uterus: Could This Be Cancer?  Meredith Wise, Britt Erickson & Carrie Terrell

Saturday, Sept. 4th
9:00am – 2:00pm
• Let us knock your socks off!  Sue Duval
• The Great Minnesota Get-Together: What Makes it So?  Nawojka Lesinski
• Tip Top Kids  Wendy Looman
• I like to move it, move it: Come walk with us!  Robert McGovern
• 10,000 Families Study  Logan Spector

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• Eating for Two?  Alexandra Bader, Katelyn Tessier & Lisa Gill
• Have a "GRIP" on things? Come and prove it!  Corey McGee
• Sun's Out, Thumbs Out  Corey McGee & Leah Johnson
• Now that’s a Fair Question!  Madhura Vachon & Craig Hedberg
• You and Your Uterus: Could This Be Cancer?  Meredith Wise, Britt Erickson & Carrie Terrell

Sunday, Sept. 5th
9:00am – 2:00pm
• I like to move it, move it: Come walk with us!  Robert McGovern
• Say What? Help us eliminate the need for Doctor-to-English translation  Michael Pitt & Jordan Marmet
• 10,000 Families Study  Logan Spector
• No peeking! Where is your hand?  Lucie Turcotte & Juergen Konczak
• All Aboard the Brain Train 2021  Sophia Vinogradov

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• Interest Survey for Virtual Reality Experiments  Sahar Aseeri & Evan Suma Rosenberg
• Let us knock your socks off!  Sue Duval
• How Do Your Genes Fit?  Catherine McCarty
• People Helping People: Better Understanding Sarcoma  Kristine Nachbor & Kathryn Dusenbery
• You and Your Uterus: Could This Be Cancer?  Meredith Wise, Britt Erickson & Carrie Terrell

Monday, September 6th
9:00am – 2:00pm
• Talking and Thinking: How are they connected?  Kerry Ebert
• Face Scanning & Mask Fit  Linsey Griffin
• This is America  Jacqueline Johnson
• Safe at School?  Ceema Samimi
• 10,000 Families Study     Logan Spector
• The Social Situation Game     Sophia Vinogradov & Michael Bronstein

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• Have a "GRIP" on things? Come and prove it!     Corey McGee
• Sun's Out, Thumbs Out     Corey McGee & Leah Johnson
• Bringing Sexy Back     Kumi Smith
• Aging in Motion     Russell Spafford & Dereck Salisbury